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From the
Director’s Desk 

I welcome you all to TMIMSAT SNAPSHOT - In Touch, In Time. You all might be

aware that legacy of TIMS is carried ahead with new name TMIMS.

So with new name and the same old spirit of taking new initiatives, we are happy to

present to you our Institute’s first edition of e-Newsletter “TMIMS SNAPSHOT”.

Earlier we use to share all the information with you all in a scattered way, through

website or social media platforms. But this time we have come up with the idea of

publishing newsletter biannually were in we will be updating you about the recent

happenings. It would be a platform on which we will be sharing the institute’s as well

as our alumni’s achievements, articles and various things like reunions, new initiative

taken by us, it will have the news of all the events that are happening all around our

institute. My heart felt condolences go out to all our alumni’s, their family members and

all our staff members whom we lost. We may have lost there soul but the memories we

shared with them will be with us for a lifetime.

As our institute has completed 25 years of excellence, we are coming up with Institute

scrapbook wherein you all can share your college memories with us, such as pictures,

events, trips which we will be posting in to it.

So stay in touch, and in time with us and relive your memories.

Dr. Sampada Kapse
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Editorial Board

President

TIMS – Alumni Trust

Hiren Shah

Dear fellow TIMS alumni,

I take this opportunity to wish you good luck and health in these trying times amidst

Covid pandemic. Ever since the outbreak of Covid-19, all of us are passing through

some very unprecedented times ever experienced in our lifetime but, we have faith that

this will also pass and humankind will emerge stronger out of this phenomenal calamity.

I also seek your co-operation and support in terms of engaging with the TIMSAT and

TMIMS and provide your ideas on the kind of programmes we need to undertake to stay

relevant and for the benefit of our 1600 plus strong alumni spread worldwide in every

continent. For that, I encourage you to write to me or any other members of the

Executive Committee and I can assure we will take it up as soon as we can. Further, as

brand ambassadors of the Institute, I would request you to remain connected with the

Institute.
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President

(Shri Hiren Shah)

Secretary

(Shri Nandlal 
Goyal)

Jt. Secretary

(Ms. Nirali Rathi)

Treasurer

(Dr. Pratibha 
Nair)

Member

(Dr. Sampada
Kapse)

Vice President

(Shri Rajendra 
Agrawal)

Vice President

(Ms. Rupal
Thacker)

Alumni

• TIMSAT aspires to promote a sense of pride, excitement and loyalty
for its Institute by contributing in developing ethical professional
managers capable of facing competitive challenges.

VISION

 To retain and strengthen friendships made on the campus by keeping
graduates and former students in lifelong contact with each other.

 To keep graduates and former students informed of happenings at
TMIMS

 To involve the alumnus in the on-going growth and development of
the Institute.

MISSION

Alumni Structure
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Faculty 

Dr. Sampada
Kapse

Dr. Tejash
Poojara Dr. Pratibha Nair

Dr. Ankit Gandhi Prof. Prachi 
Notani

Prof. Sagar 
Tanna

Prof. Anuj 
Sharma Ms. Nirali Rathi

Faculty Members 
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Faculty 

CA Rajiv Singh Ms. Vijeta Chawla Mrs. Sophia Blesan

CA Karan Thacker CA Animesh Modi Ms. Vinati
Tahillianey

Visiting Faculty Members
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Alumni 

As an alumni, I am happy to share my experience. 

First, I want to thank all the wonderful Professors. As it’s them who taught us, polished 

us and made us presentable to survive our career paths. After my experience as a fresher 

in an Edible oil company where I worked in the Administration Department, I got job in 

the Central Government sector where I worked on contractual basis for Recruitment and 

Administrative purposes along with that I got the opportunity to be the Coordinator of 

the event where the PM of India, Shipping Minister and CM of Gujarat were present for 

the inaugural function. Again, I was fortunate to be a Liaison Officer for the 

Parliamentary Committee meeting of Ministry of Shipping. Then I was selected to work 

for Amazon Hyderabad, for the development of Alexa Device’s performance. Now I am 

working for IBM with the recruitment team for Talent Acquisition.

“From being campus placed in a Private limited sector to working for the Central 

Government of India and now exploring the Corporates of Multinational Companies”, 

I have learned that, “Some things are taught to us & some, we have to learn ourselves. 

Learning also includes the overcoming of fears. So be ready for the opportunities &  

challenges. Challenges help us to increase our knowledge & polish talent”.

Fatima Khader
(Batch 2011-13)
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Alumni 

Rajul Shrivastava
(Batch 1997-99)

• Currently working at FotonVR India

Pvt.

• Promoted from Associate Senior

Manager (Gujarat) to Territory Manager

(West Zone).

• Was also awarded Star Leaders award

for efficiently leading and managing the

team.

• Currently working as a General Manager

at Imperial Auto Industries Ltd.

• Promoted to have dual responsibility of

both Marketing-Business Development as

well as Handling Plant Operations

Mayankgiri Goswami
(Batch 2017-19)
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Alumni 

Tolani Motwane Institute of Management Studies organized its first-ever

Virtual Alumni meet on 26th January 2021 for the students from the 2016 –

2018 MBA batch.

Taking advantage of this new normal, the institute decided to host this

alumni meet virtually over a Video Conferencing platform. This allowed our

alumni to join us from all over the country. More than 45 students alumni

and faculty participated in this meet.

We played a very fun game called “Who’s Who” where the students were

shown some old photographs and memories from their college days and they

were supposed to guess who or which event was featured in the photographs.

This Virtual Alumni meet was hosted and coordinated by Prof. Prachi Notani

and Prof. Anuj Sharma from TMIMS along with the administrative support

from Ms. Vijeyta Udani.
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News & 
Happenings

Tolani Motwane Institute of Management Studies Adipur makes sure that with studies

students should also enjoy their college life in sports as well. TMIMS inaugurated

Sports Room on 14th September, 2019. Financial support was provided by TIMS

Alumni Trust.

It was done in the presence of all the dignitaries, Miss Pinky Pinto, TIMS Alumni Trust,

and Mr. Raja, with all the faculties of TMIMS. Everything was planned by the student

team and the faculties, from designing the sports room to finally putting up the games.

The sports committee was made up of the students of batch 2018-20, two faculty were

the parts of it Dr. Pratibha Nair and Prof. Sagar Tanna. Sports committee - Sonali

Thacker, Pinkesh Rohila , Nirali Rathi, Riya Vaggeshree, Preet Shah, Yashwant

Vasamsetty, Ankit Tiwari, Smriti Sodha.

There were many games which were introduced like monopoly, chess, Ludo, Jenga,

Carrom, etc. along with indoor out door were also introduced badminton, Basketball,

Volley Ball and the most important part of our room was Table Tennis table which was

also brought in the room by Mr. Raja (alumni of TMIMS).
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INTERNATIONAL E-CONFERENCE

Being Covid Antifragile - The Sustainability & 

Growth Perspective 

(11th and 12th February,  2021)

We, the team of Tolani Motwane Institute of Management Studies, Adipur, in

association with two other Management Institutes namely Narmada college of

Management Bharuch, and Som Lalit Institute of Business Management,

Ahmedabad had organized an International Level E-Conference on the theme

“Being Covid Antifragile - The Sustainability & Growth Perspective - on 11th

and 12th Feb 2021. The Universal Business School, Sydney, Australia had

happily joined hands with us in organizing this Conference. More than 100

researchers presented their papers.

In line with the theme of the Conference, we had three very eminent speakers

for three important pillars of sustainability namely Economic, Environmental and

Social & Ethical Sustainability. Dr Devendra Kodwani, the Executive Dean of

Faculty of Business and Law, The Open University, United Kingdom, Prof.

Andrew West of Universal Business School, Sydney, Australia and Dr Anil K

Gupta, a visiting faculty at the Centre for Management in Agriculture, Indian

Institute of Management, Ahmedabad & Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay

and the founder of Honey Bee Network, SRISTI, NIF & GIAN
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ALUMNI GUEST LECTURES

Alumni Talks are a way for alumni to give back to the institute by sharing

their experiences with students and preparing them for real world after

graduation. These guest lectures cover a wide range of topics, from personal

growth to subject-specific talks. This provides an opportunity for alumni to

update students on what they can achieve if they put their minds to it, as well

as urge them to pursue their aspirations.

Guest 
Speaker

Designation Organisation Topic Date

Ms. Dhara
Jhala

Visiting 
Faculty

B K School of 
Management

Critical Thinking 8th & 9th March, 2021

International 
Contract & 
Procedure

9th,10th,20th, & 23rd

March, 2021

Mr. Parwaaz
Hamdulay

Relationship 
Manager

HDFC Bank Ltd.
Core Banking 

Services
18th March, 2021

Mr. Vinod 
Wadhwani

Preferred 
Relationship 

Manager
HDFC Bank Ltd.

Electronic Fund 
Transfer & 

Electronic Clearing 
System

18th March, 2021

Mr. Ronak 
Bafna

Entrepreneur Pitch Perfect
Entrepreneurial 

Journey
12th June, 2021

Prof. 
Hitendra
Lachwani

Assistant 
Professor

Saint Kabir 
Institute of 

Professional 
Studies

Time Management 14th June, 2021

Mrs. Naisha
Sujan

Adjunct Faculty ICFAI Leveraging 23rd & 25th June, 2021



Batch

2018-20

Ms. Nirali Rathi
Insitute Rank – 1st

GTU top 10

Ms. Sonali Thacker
Insitute Rank – 2nd

Ms. Meghna 
Tarachandani
Insitute Rank – 3rd 18



We invite contributions for 
Articles/Quotes/Reminiscences from Alumni for 
newsletter. 
You can mail us on timsalumni@gmail.com 
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